Thank you for all you do for ALL of us in the community.

Teresa

Hello my name is Ava.
Thank you for helping others stay healthy.

Ava V.

Thank you so much for being such a great nurse! You
made getting my spinal not scary at all!

Colleen

Home Health Nurses:
As a leader I am humbled by your compassion and care you
show your community daily! Each of you face your day with
true heroism in these times. The past few months each of you
has shown compassion for your patients and each other in
ways I have never witnessed. I thank you all for what you do
daily…giving so much of yourself to those that may have so
little. Thank you for your dedication and service you provide.

Thank you for all you do!
Please know that you are seen, prayed for and
appreciated so much!!!

Hillary H.

Thank you to the Radiology Technicians, especially Jenna
for helping me get through the MRI and hip X-rays.
Jenna put herself in my position as a legally blind person
and helped me after I was done with the X-rays and MRI.

Vickie M.

Thank you so much for your dedication and heroism
portrayed during these hard and unpredictable times.
Even though people are carelessly exposing themselves
with COVID-19, your hard work and professionalism is
greatly appreciated.
Thank you!
Diana A

Our father was recently discharged from your ICU unit after a close call. We wanted to thank everyone who
helped us during his stay over the holiday weekend. We especially want to thank Dr. Gezon and the nurses
down in the ER when we first brought him in for being so supportive as he struggled to breathe and was
barely conscious as well as Dr. Cornell, Ann, Claire and Bekah, and the PCA Ally in the ICU unit who went the
extra mile from treating his complicated medical issues and needs to helping him get cleaned up, walking
him around in the middle of the night and bringing him a pudding so he'd feel more like a person again. Last
but not least, the IR team pulled off a miracle. We drove in all the way from Grand Rapids, because, of all the
hospitals we have visited in multiple states, we trust HH that much. Thank you.

The t.H Family

To the Holland Hospital team, thank you. Your work on the frontlines of Covid-19 is noticed
and greatly appreciated. By risking your lives, you are saving tons of others. Thank you for
being our saving graces during this pandemic and turning victims into survivors. Thank you
for never giving up and always being there for your patients. To those other essential
workers that wake up in the morning, either to assist or just take down people's names for
appointments, your hard work is not overlooked and I thank you for that as well. We are
living in rough times, but know that there are people all over inspired by your hard work,
cheering you on from the sidelines. THANK YOU!

Dorcas A

